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Where was the whale fossil been discovered? 

               Egypt                  Russia                 Australia 

 

How many years ago is the whale thought to have roamed the Earth? 

     43 thousand                 4 million                 43 million 

 

This whale has been named after which Egyptian god? 

                                         Anubis            Horus                 Osiris 

 

Why was it named after this god? 

 Its scull looks like the Egyptian God     It looked like a pyramid 

   

Approximately how long was the whale? 

             three metres             four metres      thirty metres 

      

What was Egypt’s Western Desert once covered with? 

                 forest                snow                      sea 

 

Whales belong to which group of animals? 

                   fish        shellfish         mammals        reptiles 

 

What did the whale’s front legs develop into? 

        arms                                 fins                      flippers 

 

What happened to the whale’s hind legs? 

 they turned into flippers           they disappeared 

 

This fossil is useful to scientists because it helps them  

Understand…         ...why whales don’t have legs. 

        ...how whales evolved.            ...why whales are mammals. 
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How many years ago is the whale thought to have roamed the Earth? 
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 Why does it seem surprising to find the fossil in this place? 

      

 

What was Egypt’s Western Desert once covered with? 

                  

 

Whales belong to which group of animals? 

                    

 

What did the whale’s front legs develop into? 

     

 

What happened to the whale’s hind legs? 

  

 

What does this sentence mean? “Eventually, over millions of years, 

they became completely aquatic.” 



 

How many words can you make from the whales name? 

Phiomicetus anubis 

 

 

 

 


